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Extensive research in neuroscience has shown that at any moment seeing the 
movements of others forms a new neuroplasticity (nerve flexibility) in a brainby 
mirror neurons. Mirror neurons with visual, auditory, and motion stimuli affect the 
processing of information in various fields.Imitation, learning, and even the 
cognitive skills of the phenomenon of empathy are regulated in humansby the 
system of mirror neurons.
The purpose of the research is to investigate the possibility of professionalizing 
beginners who have not been a professional athlete in childhood and adolescence. 
Method: In line with the specified goals, beginners increase their ability to become 
professional athletes by seeing professional sports movements.For this purpose, A 
case of a 24-year-old youngster with poor background in childhood and 
adolescence was tested.to Consolidate new neuroplasticity the examineeonly 
watchesKeepieuppie, Jump rope, 5km and 10km running every day for 6 months to 
increase vo2max level and The relevant values were measured and recorded. After 
watching these movements, the examinee tried to visualize in his mind by 
recording the sound of professional athletes' pictures. During 5 days a week, he 
performed these movementss. Findings: After 6 months, the result of the test was 
shown that the examinee changed Extensively and surprisingly, such as progress in  
nonstop Jump roping from 200 on the first day to 11,000 at the end of the test, 
playing nonstop Keepieuppie from 50 on the first day to 8000 at the end of the test, 
and extensive change in vo2max level from 41 on the first day to 66 at the end of 
the test( tested in Iran Football Medical Assessment and Rehabilitation Center –
IFMARK.
Conclusion: These results show that The stimulation of mirror neurons in a 
specified way causes changes in the body's targeted skills
and it helps young beginner athletes who have not been able to pursue a 
professional sport in their childhood and adolescence.
In this regard, more extensive research is underway.
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